
New student admissions for 
Summer 2023 are open.

Design fundamentals: The psychology
of colors, lines, shapes, textures, fonts.
Learn to leverage the power of space,
rhythm, composition, structure.
Human-computer interaction: The
basics of the psychology of interface
design and how humans feel about
computers in different contexts. 
User Research: Learn to form
hypotheses, then go out to real people
to collect data and test your
assumptions. 
Rapid Prototyping: Prototyping,
sketching, and wireframing - essential
techniques for experimentation and
brainstorming. 
Visual Identity: Build a visual identity
from scratch, taking into account the
story, personality, and core values.
Mock Websites & Apps: Learn to design
across screen sizes and interaction
paradigms.

UX/UI DesignUX/UI Design
OnlineOnline
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This innovative college-level course in partnership with
iXperience is perfectly designed to help high schoolers
gain real world knowledge and experience before
committing to a UX/UI Design career path. Students in
this course will develop an understanding of the UX
Design process and how to create meaningful products.
They will explore the importance of designing interactive
experiences with a human-centered focus. Students will
learn how to identify and target users and competitors to
gather useful information and feedback by conducting
user studies, user testing, and unbiased surveys. They
will get the opportunity to apply their newly gained skills
to a hands-on project by using their design research and
analysis to develop an effective prototype. While specific
briefs vary from course to course, course projects are
selected to perfectly complement the skills covered in
class and enable students to make a real-world impact.

Academic Program Overview

Track Highights

I have learned so much in a relatively short time, but I
have never felt overwhelmed from the information. I
think that says a lot about the program and how they

want to see us succeed and help us learn along the way.
 

-Gabriela Silguero, Rutgers University Class of 2021



Real-World Class Project

Gain a fundamental ethical foundation through which to view their work and the visual design
around them
Gain an introduction to design principles and color theory in relation to UX/UI. They will begin by
using basic analog materials to explore the possibilities of design
Understand the key role of identifying and understanding users before beginning designing. They
will use this knowledge to create a user persona and to set SMART goals for their designs
Analyze the difference between art and design to grasp how design principles will guide the creative
process for new and existing design pieces
Get familiar with and utilize UX industry-specific jargon, as well as gain a holistic understanding of
the components of user interaction for branding purposes
Learn about the importance of research for UX and apply the foundations of "how to conduct
research"
Learn how to measure success with relation to UX design and explore how storytelling can
contribute to the success of your design

Students will be guided in their project work by their Head Teacher and possibly their Teaching
Assistants (TAs). Every day the instructional staff will hold office hours for students to use for
assistance with their course-specific work and class project. On the final day of class, every group will
present their project and recommendations. Previous project partners included Axians, a global
telecommunications, business process, tech and infrastructure company, with over 12,000 employees
across 25 countries. The company's approach to understanding their clients' processes to mobilize the
optimal mix of technology and people provided an incredible real-world example for students to learn
about the important role that UX/UI Design plays in how their team will recommend and implement a
pragmatic program of digital transformations that prioritizes their international clientele. Students who
participated in this prior program were given a project related to Axians' software development rollout,
in which students made recommendations for optimal designs based on research they performed. 

In addition to the real-world project, students will be able to: 
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This program is open to any high school student who will be entering freshman, sophomore, junior or senior
year in Fall 2023. Space is limited. Each session is limited to 35 students per track. Online classes will be held via
Zoom and facilitated in real-time by the instructor and a classroom coordinator.

Program Information



Summer Springboard programs are not run by our campus
partners. Universities and their affiliated departments are
not responsible for the Summer Springboard program in
any way. 
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Week 1: Students will kick off their week with
a course orientation, then move on to design
principles, UX tools, and user research to
learn more about their potential users, and
UX terminology. They will then finish off the
week learning about UI design and
wireframing. 
Week 2: In their second week, students will
perform UX research, learn about metrics
and their impact on storytelling. Students will
then get introduced to a case study and learn
about leading with empathy. Their second
week will culminate with a final presentation.

Course Structure

Kelly Mckerr

Instructor

Kelly has her Masters in Graphic Design from
University of Art in London and a Bachelors in
Communication from Tulane University and
holds a certificate in Graphic Design from the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago. She also
happens to be an alumni from the iXperience
programme for University students from 2016.
Kelly is an experienced Designer with a
demonstrated history of working in software and
creative industries. She is now leading the
Graphic Design team at Picsart and specializes in
web pages, email designs, product marketing,
social and brand campaigns, and storyboarding
for motion design. 

2023 Dates

Session 2: July 3 - July 13
Online

All classes will be run from: 
9:00am - 12:00pm PDT
12:00pm - 3:00 pm EDT

This program is also available in a hybrid
format. For more details visit our website.

Price: $1,798
Application fee: $99 (mandatory, non-
refundable) 
Emergency Medicine & Pre-Med course
supplement: $250 tuition (mandatory) 

Payment Information

https://summerspringboard.com/teen-programs/ux-ui-at-uc-berkeley/

